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Abstract
The three-dimensional,incompressible,unsteady NavierStokes equations are discretized by the spectral element
method based on Legendrepolynomials. High-order projection methods and a subcyclingmethod are constructed
in such a way that third-order advancement in time can
be obtained. The preconditioning of the pressure operator is briefly discussed. The resulting iterative spectral
element solver is implemented on the Cray T3D and on
the Intel Paragon. Some issuesrelated to parallelization
are addressed. Finally, we will give some results for the
numerical

simulation

of the three-dimensional

backward-

facing-stepflow on the Cray T3D.
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computers.

In this paper we will be concernedwith the simulation
of unsteady,incompressiblefluid flows in three dimensions

(described
by the Navier-Stokes
equations)on the current
generationof parallel, distributed-memorycomputers. As
an example, we will investigatethe three-dimensionalflow
over a backward-facingstep. The main numerical difficulties of such a flow lie in the computation of the recirculation zonesjust behind the step and the representation

of the boundarylayersat the sidewalls(seeFigure 3 for a
schematicrepresentationof the problem). The spectralelement discretizationtechnique is very suited for this kind
of fluid-flow problems. Mesh refinement at places where
accurateresultsare essential(in the boundary layers and

AMS subject classifications: 76D05, 65M70, 65F10,
65Y05.
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The popularity of the spectral element method is due to
the fact that it combinesthe practical advantagesof the
well-establishedfinite element method with the "spectral"
ability to reduce the number of degreesof freedom to obtain a prescribedlevel of accuracy. Another argument in
favour of this method is that it is a domain decomposition method, yielding a natural implementationon parallel

behind the step) is obtainedby taking many, small spec-

Introduction

Over the last decade, computer codesbased on spectral el-

ementdiscretizations
(seee.g. Patera [16]and Madayand
Patera [13])havebecomean efficienttool for the numerical simulationof fluid-flowproblems(FischerandR•nquist
[6],Karniadakiset al. [9]). Numerousimportantdevelopments on the theoretical, algorithmical and computational
level have made that the application of spectral methods
is no longer limited to regular problemsin simple geometries, but is extended to complex "real-life" flow problems.

tral elements. Larger elementscan be used at the outflow
and close to the plane of symmetry. The flow is steady
in the range of Reynoldsnumber that we have simulated

(Re • 350 for the presentpaper, Re • 648 to be obtained
soon),so time-accuratesolutionsare not essential.Nevertheless,in order to be capable to simulate unsteady flows,
high-order time-integration schemesare an issue. We will
propose an implicit scheme that is third-order accurate
in time. To avoid the solution of unsymmetric, indefinite systems, the nonlinear terms are discretized by an
explicit scheme,based on the operator-integeration-factor

splitting,proposed
by Madayet al. [14]. This technique
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can also be interpreted as a subcyclingmethod and introduces a time-splitting error that is also of order three.
The favourablestability characteristicsof this schemeare
investigatedfor different ratios of convectionto diffusion.
The spectral element solver is based on the decoupling
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of the pressurefrom the velocity field. In order to avoid
additional boundary conditionsfor the pressure,this decouplingis performedon the space-and time-discreteequa-

tions,by eitherthe pressure-correction
method[19],or a
high-orderprojection method, as proposedby Blair Perot

[2]. The advantageof the latter method is that the resulting pressureoperator is consistentand relatively cheap
to evaluate. Furthermore, this projection method is third-
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errors are almost absent. The fact that the spectral grid
points are clustered at the boundariescan be considered
as another advantage when trying to solve flows that are
dominated by boundary-layer dynamics.
The SEM is based on the decompositionof the computational domain fl in a number, say K, of nonover-

lappingsubdomains•2k (spectralelements). On each of

these elementsthe solution is expanded in tensor-product
b•ed polynomialsof high degree, say N, with typically
The resultingdiscretesystemsare symmetric,(semi-) 4 < N < 15. This decompositionallows for local reat placeswherethe solutionis (expectedto be)
positive definite and are solved by the conjugate gradi- finements
rapidly
changing.
The variationalformulationprovidesauent method.Sincethe operatorsare ill-conditioned
(espetomatically continuity of the solution at the interfacesbecially the pressureoperator associatedwith problems at
high Reynoldsnumbers/ small time steps),efficientpre- tween adjacent elementsand deformedgeometriescan be
order accurate

in time.

conditioners
are essential.Accordingto [4],weconstructa

handled without

difficulties.

All these factors make the

preconditionerbased on the local, elementalpressureop- SEM highly flexible with respect to geometry, accuracy
erators. This block diagonal matrix is inverted indepen- and parallelization.
The Navier-Stokes equations are given on a threedently on each element by fast diagonalizationtechniques
[11]. This preconditioner
appliesto pressureoperatorsre- dimensionaldomain •2 with boundary 0• by
suiting from the pressure-correction
and high-orderprojecOu

tion methods.

--

In order to perform large-scalesimulationsat a reasonable cost, the useof parallel, distributed-memorycomputers can not be avoided. The performance of this generation computers has overtaken that of the fastest singleprocessormachines. The spectral element code has been
implemented on two of the leading machines: the Cray
T3D at the EPF Lausanne and the Intel Paragon at the
ETH Ziirich. The inter-processorcommunicationis accom-

(1)
(2)

Ot Re-•Au+u.Vu+ Vp = _b,
-divu

=

0

and are subjectedto appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Let us considerhomogeneousDirichlet boundary
conditions, u = 0 on 0•. Here, u is the velocity, p is
the pressureand b is a body force. The Reynolds num-

ber Re = UL/•, is basedon a characteristicvelocityU, a
characteristiclength L and the kinematic viscosity•,. The

plishedby the PVM paradigm(T3D and Paragon)andby
spectralelementmethod(seePatera [16],Maday and Pathe NX communication
library (Paragon).Somealgorithtera
[13],Madayet al. [12],and ROnquist[17]for more
mical improvements, like a "parallel" conjugate gradient
details)leadsto the followingspace-discrete
formulation:
method(CGM) (seeMeurant [15])leadto a reductionof
the amount of communication. It is important to study the
relation betweenthe cpu time spent in computationand in
communication. The ratio of these quantities determines
the parallel efficiency.

(3) BOu
Ot+Re-lA-uDTp
+ C(u)u= Bb
(4)

-Du

-

0.

Here, B is the diagonal mass matrix, A is the discrete
Laplace operator, D is the discrete divergenceoperator,

2

Discretization

in space

andC(_u)the nonlinearconvection
operator.The velocities
and pressure,(u_,p), are soughtin XN x Ms, definedby

The spectralelementmethod(SEM) allowseitherto look
for very accurate solutions,or, if precisionis lessimportant
or unrealisticto obtain, to reducethe number of gridpoints
in comparisonwith more classicaldiscretizationmethods.
Exponentional convergencewith respect to the degreeof
the polynomial expansionsis obtained, provided that the
solution is smooth enough. This explains that spectral
methodsare especiallysuited for problemsin which high
regularity is common. Another argument to use this type
of methods is that numerical dissipation and dispersion

(5)
(6)

X N -- 'ol (')PN,K
= r0(a) n

3

withPN,•:= {½• œ2(•2);
½l•kis a polynomial
of degree
lessthan or equalto N} and ?-/0x(•2)
is the spaceof all
squareintegrablefunctionsvanishingat 0•2 with integrable

first-order
derivatives.
œ2(•2)isthespaceofallsquareintegrablefunctions
over•2andœ•ofall thefunctions
in œ2(f•)
with zero average. In fact, in each spatial direction and
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on each spectral element, the velocitiesare discretizedon

an (N+l)-point Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre
(GLL) grid and
the pressureon an (N-1)-pointGauss-Legendre
(GL) grid.
Consequently,the operator D does not only take a derivative, but also an interpolation from the GLL to the GL
grid into account.

At

(9)

--R--•Au'•+•
+ AtDTp
'•+• + AtBb
'•+•

and the continuityequation(2) as -D_u'•+• = 0. The
next step consistsof the evaluationof the terms involving
the operator-integrationfactor, which is never constructed
explicitly. Instead, we define
n4-1

3

Time

It is our goal to construct a spectral element solver that
is third-order

accurate

in time.

n4-1--i

(10)Qc(t ,t

discretization
Because of considerations

basedon the conditionnumberof the operators(seee.g.

ß

)B•• •+•-• = B•+•
-i ,

i = l, .., s,

where•+• is obtained
by solvingthe following
initial
value problem:

Ronquist[17])and on the fact that we want to avoidin-

(11) BO•i= C(U)5i, t•+x-i<t <t•+•

definite, nonsymmetric matrices, all terms of the NavierStokes equations are discretized in time by an implicit
scheme. except for the nonlinear convection terms. This

withinitialcondition
•i(t •+x-i) = 3•+1-i. Problem(11)

implicit/explicitsplittingcanbe performedin severalways
and should not degenerate the order of the time scheme.
Furthermore, the explicit treatment of the nonlinearterms
leadsto a stability condition on the time step. Karniadakis

et al. [9] proposedto extrapolatethe nonlineartermsin

is solvedwith a stepsizeAs = At/M; M is the number
of subcyclesand has an important impact on the stability
of the scheme. In this way, the stepsizefor the expensive
implicit part is decoupledfrom the cheap explicit part.
Roughly speaking,the stability conditionfor the convective part is on As and not on At.

time. This approachleadsto a zero splitting error, but the

It is importantto solvethe initial valueproblem(11)

regionof absolutestabilityis rathersmall(seeCouzy[3]).
(seeMaday et al. [14]) becauseof its favourablestability characteristics.
Timmermans[18] has alsousedthis

by a time-integration schemewith a large stability region along the imaginary axis. The fourth-order, explicit
Runge-Kuta method is sucha scheme. Combinedwith a
BDFs method,we obtain the BDFs/RK4 scheme,the or-

method in the context of spectral element discretizations.

der of whichis minimum{4,s}. The splittingerror does

Equation(3) is written in terms of an integratingfactor

not vanish when the problem is steady.
The stability of the operator-integration-factor-splitting
method can be investigated by applying the scalar test

We have adopted the operator-integration-factor splitting

(7) O((t*.t)
Qc )
which is defined by

(8)

equation
•(t"t)(-Re-lAu
B_b)
- +OTp+
,
(12)

=

where Ax and A2 represent the eigenvaluesspectra of the
diffusion and convection operators, respectively. Accord-

,

ing to Ronquist[17],we givethe followingasymptotices-

with I the identity matrix and t* an arbitrary •ed

The convectionoperator is linearized,with [

d•
= AlY
+ A2Y,
dt

time.

= [(t),

timates for the parameters •1 and A2:

(13)
uTM for someq. The operator-integration- .(14)

determined by extrapolation of previous approximations

u• u•-•
factorsplittingproceeds
by discretizing(7) by an appro-

Ax •
A2 •

-Re-XK•N 4
KxN2i,

with K• the number of spectral elements in a typical
ferentiationformulaof orders (BDFs), s • 4, with coef- spacedirection. In Figure 1, the maximum allowed time
ficients,30,..,•,, seee.g. Gear [8]. Consequently,
we set step is determinedfor BDF3/RK4 with As -- At and
As -- At/2. The parameters•1 and ,k2 are chosencorq = s - 1. A BDFs is an A-stable method, implying that
responding
to K• -- N = 5. The third-order extrapolation
there is no stability conditionon the linear (Stokes)part
priate time scheme. Here, we will apply a backw•d dif-

of the Navier-Stokes
equations. Equation(7) is then discretized

•E

as

+

•

i=1

•-i

- ,. ß•tn*
1tn•l-ix

c

schemecombinedwith the BDF3 (seeKarniadakiset al.
[9]) is denotedby BDF3/EX3). It is clearthat, at least

for large Reynolds numbers, the stability condition is on
As. The operator-integration-factor-splittingschemesare
more stablethan the one basedon extrapolation. For small
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Here, u* is an intermediate velocity field that is not neces-

sarilydivergence-free,
and 5p is definedby 5p ---pn+l _ pn.
The pressureoperator$pcis givenby

BDF3/RK4 }4=1

:'

BDF3/RK4
M=2
BDF3/EX3

(21)

Spc
=•tDB-•DT.

The third step (20) can be seenas the projectionof the
non divergence-free
u* on the divergence-free
field un+•.
The decouplingoperation introducesan error in time that

reducesthe orderof the schemeto minimum{2,s}.
Second,we proposea high-order projection method that
ß
ß

G..........

D ..........

is basedon a recentpaperby Blair Perot [2],following

0 ...........

0
l•.O6
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I/Re

(22)

Hu* = Bf •+•

(23)
(24)

SbpP
n+l -- -D_u*
_u
n+•' = _u*+ FDTpn+•,

with

Figure 1: Log-log plot of the maximum allowed time step

as a functionof the Reynoldsnumber;A• = -3125Re-•
and A2 = 125i, correspondingto K• = 5 and N = 5.
Reynoldsnumbersthe influenceof the implicit BDF causes
the BDF3/EX3 schemeto becomeunconditionallystable.
The effect of performing two subcycleson the stability becomesalso lessimportant. The results of this analysishave
been confirmed by several numerical tests. More details

canbe foundin Couzy[3].

Construction and preconditioning of the pressure operator
For reasons of convenience, we write the discrete NavierStokesequationsin the following form

(25)

S•p= DFD z

and

• B_x
•ReAB_X).•)
'
(26)F
=At
(I- •R•AB-X
At +(At
Note that neither the evaluation of the pressureoperator

$p•,nor$bprequires
expensive
inversions
(werecallthat B
is a diagonalmatrix), as wouldbe the casefor the Uzawa
method. Note also that the decouplinghas been applied
to the space-discrete
operators,where boundary conditions
have already been implemented. This avoidsproblemsrelated to additional boundary conditions for the pressure

[2]: The pressureoperatoris consistent.The pressurecorrection method has a decoupling error proportional

to Re-•(At) 2 and the projectionmethodto (Re-•At) •,
which makes these methods only suited for problems with

moderateto large Reynoldsnumbersand / or small time
steps.

(15)
(16)

Hu'•+• - DTp'•+• = Bf '•+•,
-D_u'•+• -- 0,

The correspondingproblemsare thereforesolvedby a pre-

conditioned
conjugate
gradientmethod(PCGM). As a pre-

with

(17)

The Helmholtz operator H and the pressureoperators

Sp• and S•p are (semi-)positive
definiteand symmetric.

u= At + Re-•A'

conditionerfor the Helmholtz problem, we usedthe diagonal of H. The preconditioningof the pressureoperator is

H is the Helmholtz operator and all the explicit terms
have been included in the new right-hand-sidevector f.
V•% propose two methods to decouple the pressure from
the velocity field. First, we give the pressure-correction

morecomplex.First, weremarkthat for Re-•At (( 1, the
matricesSp• and S•p are almostidentical. Their respective preconditioners
can thereforebe built alongthe same

method(seeVan Kan [19]):

(18)
(19)

Hu_* = Bf "+• + DTpn
--

$pcSP =

-D•*

(20) •+• = •*+•B-•DTSp.

lines. We have adopted the strategy of Couzy and Deville

[4],whichconsists
of the construction
of the localpressure
operator on each spectral element. This elemental matrix
is "identical" to the original matrix, except that it takes
neither the interelemental coupling, nor the deformation
into account,and can be invertedby a fast diagonalization

technique
(seeLynchet al. [11]).
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Parallelization
N=7
N=10 -•--

N=13

The spectral element solver based on the aforementioned
features has been implemeted on the Cray T3D. The T3D

is a massivelyparallelprocessor
machine(MPP). This implies that the architecture is based on a high number of
processors,each one of them having its own CPU, memory and cache. In the caseof the T3D in Lausanne, these

processors
are256DEC chips21064(betterknownasDEC
Alpha chips)with a peak performanceof 150 Mfiopseach.
.-4.'

They are connectedby a fast, bidirectional3D torussystem

+

interconnect network. Interprocessor communication can

....................
• ............................
O

be managedby three so-calledprogrammingmodels. For

our applicationwe havechosenPVM (parallelvirtual machine),becauseit is well-established
and portableto other
machines. The latter is only true to a certain extent: most
MPP's, like the T3D, support a PVM "dialect", leadingto
non-negligibledifficulties when porting a code to another
computer.

Basically, parallelizing a spectral element code is the
sameas parallelizing a PCGM for the Helmholtz and pressure equations. When each spectral element is allocated to

Number
of processors
= number
of spectral
elements
Figure 2: The percentage of cpu time spent in communication as a function of the number of spectral elements
16 _< K-- P_< 128, for N = 7, N = 10, and N13.

Navier-Stokesflow (Re • 30) with analytical solution.
a processor.
communication
occursonly at two places(see Pressurecorrectionand subcycling,BDF1/RK4, M - 3.
e.g. Fischerand Patera [5]): the computationof scalar
products(inherentin a PCGM) and the assemblyphase
(alsocalled "direct stiffness",inherentin spectralelement municationalgorithmsare obtained by avoidingblocking
discretizations)that followsevery operator-vectormulti- receivesand by following the basic rules of "parallel complication and takes care of the interface variables.
Several tests on the T3D

showed that

the cascade sum

mon sense".

The parallel efficiencyis investigatedby comparing the

algorithm(seee.g. Hockneyand Jesshope
[7])is the fastest cpu time spent in communication to the total cpu time.
way to computescalar products: Each processorcomputes To this end, we have solveda Navier-Stokesflow (Re •
its ownpart of the productand after2log(P) communi- 30/ with an analyticalsolutionby the pressure-correction
cation stepsthe global value is known on every processor. methodand subcycling(BDF1/RK4, •I - 3) for different
Two scalar products have to be computed at every itera-

valuesof K - P and N. The results are depicted in Fig-

tion of the PCGM. The valueof the first oneis (implicitly)
needed for the second one, so we speak of two synchro-

ure 2. We see that the efficiency increaseswith N. This
is not surprising since the number of operations on each

nizationpoints.Meurant [15]hasproposedto modifythe

spectralelement(processor)
scaleslike N 4. For N - 10

PCGM in such a way that three, instead of two, scalar
products are required. They can, however, be computed
at the same time. Hence, the number of synchronization
points is reducedto one and better parallel efficiencycan
be obtained. In most practical situations, the modified
PCGM showsthe same convergencebehaviour as the classical PCGM and is stable. In some cases, however, we
encountereddivergence. As an example, we mention the

and N = 13, the percentageof cpu time for communication
growsslightly with K. This is mainly due to an increasing

ratio betweenthe numberof interfaces(equalsthe number
of messages
duringthe assembly
phase)and the numberof

spectralelements,and only partially to a degradingparallel performance. This drives us to the conclusionthat we
have almost obtained parallel scalability. We investigated
in more detail the resultsfor N = 10, K = 128: Only 5.6
iterativesolutionof the Uzawapressure
operator[12]by percent of the total cpu time has been used for commutwo nestedmodified PCGM's. ClassicalPCGM converges nicating the scalar products around the processors;22.5
percent was taken by the assembly phase, which can be
correctly.
The parallel efficiencyof the assemblyphase depends subdivided in 7.5 percent for the corners, 9.1 percent for
highly on its implementation.Without goinginto the de- the edgesand 5.9 percent for the faces.
tails, we confineourselvesto sayingthat the fastest cornBesidesfast communicationprocedures,single-processor
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Simulation
of a 3D backwardoptimization is another issue. It is a well-known problem 6
on modern MPP's to get high single-nodeperformances.
facing-step flow
We havetried to solvethis problemby writing all the cpuintensiveoperationsin BLAS, a highly optimized package The 3D flow over a backward-facing step is a good test
of basic linear algebra subroutines. In this way, we have casefor various reasons. First, it exhibits several physical
obtaineda sustainedperformance(Navier-Stokes
compu- phenomenathat are not easy to simulate, like recirculatations,K = P -- 128) of 1.2 Gfiops(N = ?), 2.6 Gfiops tion zonesjust behind the step and thin boundary layers
(N = 10), up to 6 Gfiopsfor the (unrealistic)value of

N = 20.

The same program has also been tested on the Intel
Paragon. }Ve took the same test case that led to the re-

suits of Figure 2 and comparedthe performancesof the
two MPP's. First, we remarkedthat PVM on the Paragon
producesdisastrousresults. At the time of the tests,PVM
wasimplementedas an intermediate layer betweenthe Fortran program and the Intel communicationroutines. The
function calls to and fro the different layers slow down
the performance of the program and lead to unacceptable
cpu times. Therefore, we have resorted to NX, the Intel
library of communicationroutines. The results are representedin Table 1. We concludethat the single-processor

N=7, K=16
N=10, K=16
N=13, K-16
N=7, K=32
N=10, K=32
N=13, K=32
N=7, K=64
N=10. K=64
N=13, K=64

Cray T3D
25s; 35.4%
66s; 18.4%
148s;10.1%
29s; 41.1%
85s; 21.3%
215s; 12.6%
33s;49.2%
88s; 26.6%
207s; 15.9%

Intel Paragon
53s;21.3%
169s;9.84%
390s;6.00%
69s; 25.4%
234s; 12.0%
590s; ?.65%
74s;29.8%
233s; 14.7%
563s;9.39%

Table 1: Cpu time in seconds
(per processor),
for a problem
that ran on/• = P processorsand percentageof cpu spent
in communication. Ten time steps At: 0.01 of a NavierStokes flow Re • 30. Tolerance for convergenceis set to

(seeFigure 3 for a sketchof the basicflow properties).
Another factor that complicatesthe numerical simulation

is the large aspectratio of the geometry(1:36). Second,
experimentaldata by Armaly et al. [1] is availablefor a
1:1.94expansionratio. The Reynoldsnumberis basedon a
characteristicvelocity definedas the averageinlet velocity,
a characteristiclength of two times the height of the inlet

channel(2-0.5149) and the kinematicviscosityv. Armaly
et al. predict that the flow is symmetric for all Reynolds
numbers Re < 8000. Furthermore, away from the two
sidewalls, the flow is two-dimensional for Re < 400 and
Re > 6600.

For 400 < Re < 6600 three-dimensional

effects

have been observed.Each value of the Reynoldsnumber is
characterizedby a certain length of the recirculationzone.
In fact, there are three of them; The first one is located
at the bottom half, directly downstreamof the step. The
secondone was measuredat the upper wall downstream of
the expansionfor 400 _<Re _<6600. A third recirculation
zone occurs at the bottom wall, just downstream of the
first one, for 1200 _<Re <_2300.
It is our final goal to simulatethe backward-facingstep
flow at Re = 648.

This situation

is well documented

in

[1]. Here,we restrictourselves
to intermediateresultsat
Re = 172 and Re = 343. The simulationshave been per-

formedby the BDF1/RK4 subcycling
methodwith M = 3
and pressurecorrectionfor the first part of the transient.
The discretizationconsistsof 128 spectral elementsof degree 9 x 9 x 9. Once the solution becomesmore or less
stationary, we have changedto the third-order Blair-Perot

projectionmethod combinedwith BDF3/RK4 subcycling
(M = 3). The resultsfor Re = 172 are represented
in
10-•ø for the velocitiesand 10-s for the pressure.Pressure
Figures4 and 5. In Figure 4 the velocity componentin the
correctionmethodwith subcycling,BDF1/RK4, M = 3.
performanceof the T3D is considerablyhigher than the
Paragon. The communication seemsto be faster on the
Paragon, but is in fact slightly slowerwhen we take the
relatively low single-nodespeedinto account.

flow direction is displayedtogether with a part of the spectral element grid. The aspect ratio of the plot has been
modified to indicate more clearly the flow characteristics.

Just behind the step we observea zone with a negative
velocity component;the recirculationzone. The length of
this zone correspondsto the value obtained by the exper-

imentsof Armaly et al. [1], and to the two-dimensional
computations
of Kim and Moin [10],seeFigure 6. In the
corner we see a very small eddy, the existenceof which is

not addressedin the aforementionedpaper. In Figure 5,
we displaythe spanwisevelocity componentin the plane
x - 1. We see clearly that three-dimensionalphenomena
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Figure 3: The geometry of the backward-facingstep with
a 1:1.94 expansionratio. The inflow profile is given as the
tensor product of a parabola, which is zero at the walls
and one at the center. and a Blasius boundary-layerprofile
characterized bv 5.99 = 0.50. The size of the geometry
behind the step is 19. which is large enough to ensurefully
developed outflow. For the range of Reynolds numbers
that

we consider. two recirculation

zones are of interest.

Figure 5: Spanwise velocity component in a spanwise
(transversal)cut plane. x = 1, half-way the recirculation
zone. The black zonesrepresentnegative valuesof the velocity: the consecutiveshadesof gray indicate a velocity
increase

of 0.02

each.

The

axis in the vertical

direction

has been blown up. Re = 172.
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Their locations are indicated in the plane of symmetry.
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Figure 4: Contourlinesof the streamwisevelocity(sym-

Figure 6: Comparisonof the lengthof the first recirculation
metry plane). The spectral elementgrid is superimposed.
zone as a function of the Reynoldsnumber.
The dashedlines just downstreamof the step correspond
to negative velocities. The axis in the vertical direction
has been blown up by a factor 5. Re = 172.
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ciency has been demonstrated. A comparisonbetween the
Cray T3D and the Intel Paragon showed better performance for the former machine. The parallel solver has
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::
::::: been applied to a three-dimensionalflow over a backwardfacingstep. At Re = 172 and at Re = 343, goodagreement
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has beenobtainedwith experimentaldata. althoughthreedimensionalphenomenahavebeen observed.The length of
the recirculation zone correspondsto the resultsof Armaly

ß-.-..::i:iiii!i
i

et al. [1]. The flowremainssteady.The numericalsimula'""'"'-'-'-'-,.,.'.'.'.
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tions are currently extended to higher Reynolds numbers
and to complex. unsteady flows.
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Figure 7: Streamwisevelocity component.Two crosssec-

tions: At 5/18 (z = 5) and 9/18 (z = 9, plane of symmetry) of the backward-facing-stepgeometry. The black
zones represent negative values of the velocity: the consecutiveshadesof gray indicate a velocity increaseof 0.2
each.

Re = 343.

are present. despite the predicted two-dimensionalityby
Armalv

et al.

The second simulation took place at Re = 343. From
Figure 6 we learn that the lengthof the separationzonestill
correspondsto the experimentally observedvalue. Figure
7 suggeststhat the flow remainstwo-dimensional:There is
ahuost no difference between the results at the symmetry

plane and the crosssectionat 5/18 of the geometry.We
also notice

that

a second recirculation

zone is about

to

appear at the upper wall. However. like for the Re =
172 case. three-dimensional effect are observed. They are

presentin almost the entire flow, but are relatively high
near the boundary layer and in the recirculationzone. The
three-dimensionalityremainspresentafter grid-refinement,
by taking a longer inflow channel, and by changingthe
boundary-layer thickness.
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